ITS Headset Standards

Specifications

Corded Headsets

ENCOREPRO 510, over-the-head, Monaural, noise-canceling
Customer Service Headset
P/N 89433-01
The all-new generation of our most popular headsets

**Recommended Quick Disconnect Cord P/N 26716-01, allows user to disconnect the headset without having to unplug it from the phone.

**Recommended DA80 USB adapter to utilize headsets for conference calls through the computer, webinars, etc.

ENCOREPRO 520, over-the-head, Binaural, noise canceling
Customer Service Headset

**Recommended Quick Disconnect Cord P/N 26716-01, allows user to disconnect the headset without having to unplug it from the phone.

**Recommended DA80 USB adapter to utilize headsets for conference calls through the computer, webinars, etc.
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**Wireless Headsets**

**CS540**, Wireless Dect Headset System  
P/N 84693-01  
*(Recommended for phone use only)*

Plantronics legendary CS family is setting a new wireless standard for desk phone communication with the CS500 Series.

**Recommended APC-43 Electronic Hook Switch Cable.** The Electronic Hook Switch Cable for remote desk phone call control (answer/end). This cable eliminates the need for a HL10 Handset Lifter or the user having to pick up/hang up receiver for every call.
SAVI W740, Three-way Connectivity
P/N 86507-01
Enjoy wireless freedom while seamlessly managing PC, mobile and desk phone calls with a single intelligent headset system.

**Recommended APC-43 Electronic Hook Switch Cable.** The Electronic Hook Switch Cable for remote desk phone call control (answer/end). This cable eliminates the need for a HL10 Handset Lifter or the user having to pick up/hang up receiver for every call.

SAVI W720, Three-way Connectivity, Binaural, wireless headset
P/N 83544-01
Enjoy wireless freedom while seamlessly managing PC, mobile and desk phone calls with a single intelligent headset system.
**Recommended APC-43 Electronic Hook Switch Cable. The Electronic Hook Switch Cable for remote desk phone call control (answer/end). This cable eliminates the need for a HL10 Handset Lifter or the user having to pick up/hang up receiver for every call.**